Special Note to The Seven Grumpy Old Men

By Anna Von Reitz

You have a situation where otherwise sane people actually think that 430 followed by three hundred zeroes is a number of "dollars".

Only if you count the number of Hydrogen Ions in the Universe as "dollars".

Obviously, all this crazy stuff has to end. So let it end with a simple thought:

Lawful money belongs to Lawful Persons, that is, to People.

We, the People, those actually standing on the land jurisdiction States, operating our States of the Union and our Federation of States known as The United States of America, are the only ones having the provenance, records, and standing to claim the assets owed to this country.

We are here, with all the appropriate claims in place.

No cops and robbers. No Wolfgang Strucks. No Ernest Rautschilds. No Chinese Elders.

Just plain old Americans who know the history and have their heads screwed on.

Now, if you step back and think about it, isn't that a relief?

And something to smile about?
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